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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Endurant Flex is an eco-friendly organic pigment made
with binders chosen speciﬁcally for its excellent
adherence to turfgrass. Endurant Flex is a temporary
color enhancer intended for use from spring transition
until approaching dormancy conditions start to occur.
Endurant Flex provides a natural looking green
associated with actively growing healthy turf, for a visual
appeal that is unmatched by any other colorant while
staying consistent with superior color, quality and value
associated with the Endurant Turf Colorants line.
Simply mix Endurant Flex, according to label application
rates in with weekly spray applications to provide color
uniformity, to mask discoloration from chemical
treatments and to present a vibrant, lush green
appearance on a regular basis.

MAKE A LASTING
IMPRESSION

APPLICATION & RATES
Apply Endurant Flex at a rate of 32-64 ounces per acre.
Increase or decrease rate to achieve desired color depth
based on chlorophyll presence. Turf conditions,
equipment calibration and depth of color cause coverage
rates to vary.
Allow Endurant Flex to fully disperse into agitation
following standard order of addition regarding pesticides,
fungicides, and fertilizers.
After application, clean tank with water and/or tank
cleaner and according to pesticide manufacturer
instructions if applicable.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
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Contents may settle: Shake or agitate well before mixing.
It is recommended that prior to applying Endurant Flex,
cut turf to desired height.

Blow surface free of debris, including clippings, leaves
and worm castings. Nozzle types, pressure and spray
angle will aﬀect proper product distribution.
Recommended carrier of no more than 50 GPA. Avoid
overspray on areas such as curbing, concrete, tee markers
or other objects where color is not desired. Accidental
overspray may be decreased by immediately using a scrub
brush with a mix of soap and water.

EQUIPMENT NOTICE
Please consult with your sales/technical representative
for equipment recommendations. Rinse spray tank,
screens, and soak nozzles thoroughly after using any
colorant. Endurant Flex is tank mix compatible with
numerous pesticides, herbicides, fungicides and
fertilizers. Performing a standard compatibility jar test is
strongly recommended for any tank mixtures. DO NOT
combine any other products containing additional
pigments to Endurant Flex as a negative discoloration of
the product may occur.

PRECAUTIONS
Keep out of reach of children. Avoid contact with skin and
wash immediately should this occur with soap and water.
In case of eye contact, wash thoroughly with water. If
irritation persists, contact a physician immediately.
NOTICE TO BUYER: This product is intended for professionals.
Users must exercise all due caution and judgment when
applying the product under their particular growing
conditions. Limitation of liability and warranty: Geoponics
Corp and/or any other seller warrants only that this product
conforms to the description on the product label. No other
warranties, expressed or implied, as to merchantability
for particular use, or otherwise shall apply. Purchaser’s
exclusive remedy for loss or damage related to this product
shall be the refund of the purchase price only. By using this
product, you are deemed to have accepted the terms of
this notice.
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WARNING: THIS PRODUCT WILL STAIN MANY SUBSTRATES INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO:
PLANTS, ROCKS, STEPPING STONES, SIDEWALKS, PAVERS AND DRIVEWAYS. AREAS WHICH MAY
WATER IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING TREATMENTS. DO NOT APPLY UNDILUTED PRODUCT.

